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13Abstract The field of computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is progressing
14instrumentally and theoretically. Nevertheless, few studies examine the effectiveness and
15efficiency of CSCL with respect to cognitive, motivational, emotional, and social issues,
16despite the fact that the role of regulatory processes is critical for the quality of students’
17engagement in collaborative learning settings. We review the four earlier lines in developing
18support in CSCL and show how there has been a lack of work to support individuals in groups
19to engage in, sustain, and productively regulate their own and the group’s collaborative
20processes. Our aim is to discuss how our conceptual work in socially shared regulation of
21learning (SSRL) contributes to effective and efficient CSCL, what tools are presently available,
22and what the implications of research on these tools are for future tool development.

23Keywords Computer supported collaborative learning . Self-regulated learning . Learner
24dashboards . Self-regulation tools . Prompting
25

26Introduction

27The field of computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is progressing, both instru-
28mentally in terms of tools and systems to enhance CSCL, and theoretically. Theoretical and
29empirical advances have been made, with respect to enhancing cognitive performance,
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30stimulating knowledge construction, and scripting collaborative interaction processes
31(O’Donnell and Hmelo-Silver 2013). In contrast, limited research has examined the quality
32of CSCL in terms of socio-emotional engagement problems (Näykki et al. 2014). In collab-
33orative learning, for example, many emotional reactions are social in nature, as they relate to
34interpersonal interaction, personality differences, or the dynamics and processes experienced
35within the collaborative group (Rogat and Adams-Wiggins 2014; Van den Bossche et al.
362006). Those problems point to the critical role of regulatory processes in the quality of
37students’ engagement in collaborative learning settings (Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia 2011;
38Volet et al. 2009).
39Research on group regulation has been carried out for collaborative group processes in task
40performance showing that in order to achieve common goals, a group needs to coordinate
41group efforts and resources in effective ways (Fransen et al. 2011, 2013; Janssen et al. 2012;
42Kwon et al. 2014; Saab 2012).
43Research in CSCL has also been dealing with the quality of knowledge construction. This
44research area does not deal with regulatory processes, but with knowledge co-construction and
45the kind of knowledge that is and can be collaboratively constructed in a group (Van Aalst
462009). These studies show that the goal of collaboration, namely to improve understanding
47and to construct new knowledge, is not easy to achieve (Kuhn 2015), and that true knowledge
48creation is rare (Siqin et al. 2015). Even in the context of CSCL environments, where the goal
49is to support learners in the effective learning, knowledge construction is rare (P.A. Kirschner
50et al. 2014). One reason for this is the problem group members have regulating their own
51learning processes as well as those of the team. Research grounded in self-regulated learning
52(SRL) theory in collaborative learning settings (Hadwin et al. 2011; Järvelä Q2& Hadwin 2014)
53focusing on students’ success in the regulation of their own and the group’s learning processes
54point to a need for students’ metacognitive awareness and the productive adaptation of their
55learning behaviors to their situated cognitive, motivational, and emotional challenges
56(Järvenoja et al. 2015).
57Recently, Kirschner and Erkens (2013) proposed a CSCL research framework and argued
58for more research in three dimensions of CSCL research, namely the level of learning
59(cognitive, social, and motivational), the unit of learning (individual, group/team, and com-
60munity) and pedagogical measures that can be implemented (interactive, representational, and
61guiding). In this paper our aim is to deliver a consistent “story” about how socially shared
62regulation of learning contributes to effective and efficient CSCL, what tools are presently
63available, and the implications of research on these tool are for future tool development.

64Conceptual progress in understanding regulated learning

65Our theoretical definition of regulated learning in CSCL is grounded in self-regulated learning
66(SRL) theory, especially the regulation of learning not as solely an individual process, but also
67as social and contextual processes (Hadwin et al. 2011).
68Regulation of learning and performance is as an intentional, goal-directed, metacognitive
69activity in which learners take strategic control of their actions (behavior), thinking (cognitive),
70and beliefs (motivation, emotions) towards the completion of a task (Zimmerman and Schunk
712011). According to our understanding, regulation of learning is effortful for the individual
72student, especially in collaboration, since metacognitive resources are needed (Hadwin et al.
732016). Much of the cognitive activity among individuals and in between the collaborating
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74group members, is implicit. Learners are infrequently aware of their cognition, such as goals,
75plans, knowledge and strategies (Janssen et al. 2010; Winne 2011). Also in terms of cognition
76in collaboration regulation requires the expenditure of transaction costs in terms of the
77communication and coordination of activities (Kirschner et al. 2009; P.A. Kirschner et al.
782014), and places a burden on working memory (Kirschner et al. 2009). Throughout the
79phases of SRL, learners are required to metacognitively monitor properties of information,
80processes, and developing knowledge in collaborative interactions.
81In the context of carrying out collaborative tasks, three types of regulation are posited to be
82required for achieving success: (a) self-regulated learning (SRL) in which group members take
83control of their own thinking, behavior, motivation, and emotion in the collaborative task, (b)
84co-regulated learning (CoRL) in which each other’s engagement in self-regulatory processes
85within the task is transitionally supported by group members, technologies, or contextual
86features of the environment, and (c) socially shared regulation of learning (SSRL) in which
87group members work together to regulate their collective cognition, behavior, motivation and
88emotions together in a synchronized and productive manner (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013;
89Hadwin and Oshige 2011; Hadwin et al. 2011).
90Regrettably, many learners lack the needed regulatory skills and struggle to develop them
91when they work on complex collaborative tasks (Malmberg et al. 2015). This combination of
92carrying out the task along with developing the needed regulatory skills leads to an increase in
93cognitive load / mental effort which can have a deleterious effect on both processes (Van Q3

94Merriënboer & Kirschner 2013). Without support, learners often fail to both effectively carry
95out the task and interact productively in their groups. For that reason, an increasing emphasis
96has been placed on harnessing CSCL environments to guide and support regulation and not
97just knowledge construction (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013).

98Review of supporting and prompting SRL in CSCL

99CSCL environments offer learners opportunities to guide and support their own learning, and
100also allow researchers to study different forms of regulation. Increased understanding of the
101important role of socially shared regulation in CSCL has sparked both emerging empirical
102research focused on understanding and supporting the role of regulation in collaboration
103(Järvelä and Hadwin 2015), as well as the development of technological tools to prompt and
104support regulation of collaborative learning (Järvelä Q4et al. 2014). Four lines in developing
105support in CSCL can be recognized.
106The first line examines the functionality and usability of available technological tools and
107environments for sharing information and co-constructing solutions to problems that may
108involve globally distributed participants (e.g., Scardamalia et al. 1994), and also investigates
109the quality and efficiency of knowledge construction processes and outcomes within these
110environments (e.g. Fischer et al. 2013). These tools and systems have specifically been
111developed for supporting knowledge co-construction (Stahl 2006).
112The second productive research line studies the support of group awareness and sociability
113in collaborative learning with the goal of positively affecting social and cognitive performance
114in CSCL environments (Kirschner et al. 2004). Kreijns and Vermeulen (2013) introduce a
115theoretical framework for CSCL consisting of three core elements, namely sociability, social
116space, and social presence, along with their relationships with group members’mental models,
117social affordances, and learning outcomes. These core elements implemented in tools and
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118widgets (e.g. Janssen et al. 2011) influence the social interaction needed for collaborative
119learning and the emergence of a social space to facilitate learning in teams.
120The third line of research develops adaptive computer based pedagogical tools or peda-
121gogical agents to support self-regulated learning, especially the metacognition involved in
122those processes (Azevedo and Hadwin 2005; Perry and Winne 2006). The idea behind
123computer-based pedagogical tools is that learners possess self-regulated learning skills, but
124do not necessarily activate those skills when needed. These adaptive system elements have the
125potential to react ‘on the fly’ to learner activity and provide tailored targeted support for SRL
126( Q5Azevedo et al. 2010). Pedagogical tools can vary from being relatively short-time reminders
127to goal-setting and planning tools that depend on the learning phase (Bannert and Reimann
1282012).
129The fourth and final line of research studies tools or widgets that can be used within
130CSCL environments to support students in becoming aware and understanding their own
131behavior as well as the behavior of their fellow students when working together on a task
132over a period of time. These techniques in CSCL find their root in Computer Supported
133Collaborative Work (CSCW). Dourish and Bellotti (1992) saw awareness as an important
134concept in CSCW for achieving optimal coordination between and within loose- and tight
135group activities, that is, between and within collaboration. It is in their words “an
136understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own activity”
137(p. 107). In CSCL, tools originally made use of history awareness and group awareness
138(Kreijns et al. 2002). History awareness, according to Kirschner and Kreijns (2005, p.
139182–183) is “the structured collection of all traces caused by the various activities group
140members were engaged in as a means for bridging the time gap imposed by working and
141learning in a time-deferred mode”. Group awareness (Kreijns Q62004, p. 99) is “the
142condition in which a group member perceives the presence of the others and where these
143others can be identified as discernible persons with whom a communication episode can be
144initiated”. These ideas have been used in mirroring tools that collect, aggregate and reflect
145data back to the users about individual and collective interaction and engagement (Buder
146and Bodemer 2008; Leinonen et al. 2005; Soller et al. 2005).
147In sum, though the range of research in CSCL support has been productive in terms of
148both theories and frameworks for supporting regulation in CSCL, there has been a lack of
149work on integral and integrated tools, prompts, and scaffolds to support individuals in
150groups to engage in, sustain, and productively regulate their own and the group’s collab-
151orative processes (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013). Support for regulated learning in collabo-
152ration has often been underrepresented, if it exists at all, in CSCL environments Q7(Miller
153and Hadwin 2015a, b). Earlier knowledge co-construction tools attempt to support col-
154laborative knowledge building (Scardamalia Q8et al. 2014), but do not cover either the
155prerequisite metacognitive awareness or regulatory processes (Winne et al. 2010).
156Sociability tools have been successful in facilitating social, socio-emotional and cognitive
157group functioning, but they too lack regulation support (Winne et al. 2010). Metacognitive
158tutoring and agents focus on individual learners cognitive and metacognitive aspects, and
159are thus not applicable for supporting shared processes of collaborative learning. What is
160also missing is motivation and emotional regulation support in individual and group level
161of collaboration. In comparison to other forms of support, prompting SSRL requires both
162individual and group metacognitive awareness of the tactical or strategic value of infor-
163mation, feelings, and intentions. This is to provide real-time feedback to individuals and
164groups that mirror its processes.
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165Prompting SSRL in CSCL

166Grounded on ours and others’ research on collaborative learning and SSRL (e.g. Sinha et al.
1672015), our approach has been to develop supports for acquisition of the regulation skills
168themselves along with the activation of regulatory processes during collaborative learning
169(Järvelä et al., 2014; Miller and Hadwin 2015a, b). While earlier efforts in the field have aimed
170primarily at individual support, our research has focused on promoting and sustaining SSRL-
171processes among group members beyond the introduction of collaborative knowledge building
172software tools (Järvelä et al., 2014; Miller and Hadwin 2015a, b).
173The core idea in prompting learners to regulate their learning is that SRL can be supported
174when the learning environment provides second-order scaffolding (Van Merriënboer &
175Kirschner, 2013) that fosters metacognitive monitoring of regulation processes. Such scaffold-
176ing should be designed to encourage learners to externalize their developing understanding
177thereby enhancing metacognitive knowledge (Azevedo 2015). This approach directly ad-
178dresses research indicating that learners find it difficult to productively self-regulate learning,
179primarily because of inappropriate metacognitive monitoring (Winne and Jamieson-Noel
1802002). We posit that designing SSRL-supports that enable learners to increase awareness of
181their own learning processes and that of others should increase effectiveness and efficiency of
182learning both alone and in groups. We emphasize three design principles for supporting SSRL
183(Järvelä et al. 2014): (1) increasing learners’ awareness of their own and others’ learning
184process, (2) supporting the externalization of students’ and others’ learning process in a social
185plane and helping in sharing and interaction, and (3) prompting the acquisition and activation
186of regulatory processes.
187During the past decade we have been working on understanding and following the
188conceptual progress of SSRL (Hadwin et al. 2011; Järvelä & Hadwin, 2014) while also
189developing tools and supports for socially shared regulation in CSCL that contribute to success
190in collaborative learning. In that period we have developed several tools for supporting goal
191setting, planning, and reflection in collaborative learning situations and implemented these
192tools to authentic collaborative learning tasks. Each of these regulation tools prompt students
193to negotiate and reflect (Kirschner et al. 2008) on the key SRL processes such as setting goals,
194making plans and adopting strategies (see Zimmerman and Schunk 2011). SSRL targets
195cognitive, metacognitive, motivational, and emotional processes. Regulation tools make the
196targets of the self-regulation visible for the group members and increase possibilities to
197develop socially shared regulation strategies. As such, they are awareness tools. Also, these
198tools offer a new way to store and make visible data about ‘on-the-fly’ processes of socially
199shared regulation which are not available in other ways (Molenaar and Järvelä 2014).

200AIRE – adaptive instrument for regulation of emotions

201One of our first efforts to understand the adaptive nature of individual and collective emotion
202regulation in socially challenging learning situations is an instrument, called Adaptive
203Instrument for Regulation of Emotions (AIRE; Järvenoja Q9, Volet, & Järvelä, 2012). AIRE is
204designed to access students’ experiences of individual and socially shared regulation of
205emotions in a specific group learning activity. When engaging in emotion regulation, the
206learner becomes aware of their own experienced emotions and strategically aims to direct or
207control them to ensure engagement in learning (Boekaerts 2011). Emotion regulation also
208includes having the capacity to understand others’ emotions and being able to modify one’s
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209own and others’ emotional experience when participating in a group social interaction
210(Järvenoja, Volet, & Järvelä, 2012; Whitebread and Basilio 2012). Actually, many emotional
211reactions are social in nature as they relate to interpersonal interaction, or include consider-
212ations of other people or social norms (Goetz et al. 2003; Hareli and Weiner 2002). The
213collaborative learning context creates a ground for socio-emotional challenges to emerge
214(Järvenoja and Järvelä 2009; Näykki et al. 2014). Group members interpret the situation from
215their own point of view based on their experiences and affective state. This demands
216coordinated emotion regulation to continue successful motivated learning and collaboration.
217The aim of the AIRE is to identify the socio-emotional challenges, such as challenges in
218personal goals and priorities or in ways of communication or interacting (Järvenoja et al. 2013;
219Van den Bossche et al. 2006), that students experience while they participate in collaborative
220learning activities, and their individual and group level attempts to regulate the immediate
221emotions evoked in these situations. More specifically, the instrument seeks to: a) identify
222task-specific challenges of a social nature affecting group performance, and b) elicit students’
223subjective accounts of their regulation strategies to address them.
224AIRE is sensitive to student’s unique experience, but at the same time attempts to capture
225the adaptive nature of the regulatory process of the whole group. The instrument comprises
226four interrelated sections: Personal goals, Socio-emotional challenges, Regulation of emotions,
227and Reflections on perceived goal attainment. In AIRE, students are asked to rate (5-point
228Likert scale) the extent to which they experienced each of 14 socially challenging situations
229presented in a form of scenarios. These scenarios include a general description of the challenge
230and a few concrete examples of the possible situations. The 14 scenarios represent five
231different challenge types, namely challenges in personal priorities, work and communication,
232teamwork, collaboration and external constraint.After rating all challenges, students are asked
233to indicate which challenge triggered the most emotions in their group. This challenge is then
234taken into more detailed consideration. The student is asked to consider how the particular
235socio-emotionally challenging situation was regulated when it was faced with twelve sets of
236regulation items to each socio-emotional challenge. The items are on a Likert-scale from 0 to 4
237(0 = It did not happen, 1 = did happen sometimes, and 4 = did happen a lot) covering different
238emotion regulation strategies that are administered on a self- and group level. Each group
239member rates each item in terms of whether that type of regulatory activities was used to
240control the specific socio-emotional challenge during group work.
241The AIRE data enables analyses that compare the coherence between individual group
242members’ appraisals of the reasons for socio-emotional challenges, their personal goals, and
243their satisfaction with collaboration. It is also possible to analyze the connection between
244experienced challenges and their self- and group level regulation as well as the degree to which
245group engage in individual and/or social-regulation activities AIRE data reveals individual
246groups members interpretation of specific collaboration situations. Furthermore, when group
247members’ responses to different components of the AIRE instrument are compared it is
248possible to form group-level interpretations of the situation. This can be done, for example,
249by forming group profiles according to the coherence of the responses. This will switch the
250focus to a group level and give an estimation of groups’ joint understanding of the experienced
251socio-emotional challenges and their regulation.
252Findings from the studies implementing AIRE show that there are both situational varia-
253tions within as well as variations between the groups in terms of interpreting socio-emotionally
254challenging situation (e.g. Järvenoja and Järvelä 2009). The former refers to situations where
255the group members interpret the challenges differently from each other. The latter refers to
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256situations where the group members agree with the reasons, but the reasons differ from group
257experience. Also, the groups can vary in the level and emphasis between individual and group
258level regulation Q10(Järvelä and Järvenoja 2011). The ideas developed in AIRE, such as awareness
259of socio-emotional challenges, recognition of the reason or source that creates that challenge,
260and situational variation in emotion regulation, have been later adapted implicitly or explicitly
261in our SSRL tool development.
262Building on the AIRE, Webster and colleagues developed The Socio-Emotional Sampling
263Tool (SEST; Webster Q11& Hadwin, 2014). This scripting tool prompts students to
264metacognitively monitor and evaluate their current emotional state immediately before, during,
265and after a CSCL task (see Fig. 1).
266The tool facilitates the construction of a self-narrative about one’s feeling in the moment
267with respect to collaboration. In particular, students indicate: (a) a salient emotion they are
268experiencing related to working with their group, (b) the source of their emotion, (c) the
269intensity of their emotion, (d) whether their emotion is good or bad, (e) a goal for regulating
270their emotion, (f) the strategy they intend to use to regulate their emotion, and finally (g) if the
271strategy should be enacted individually or as a group (see Fig. 1). Rather than including a set of
272isolated questions, the SEST was designed with drop-down menus embedded in first-person
273sentences, enabling students to quickly create a cohesive narrative of their current emotional
274experiences. Data collected from this tool provide valuable information about students’
275perceptions of their emotional experiences and sets it apart from other commonly used emotion
276instruments. For example, rather than only indicating what emotion they are experiencing,
277students are prompted to evaluate their emotion as positive (good) or negative (bad), and to
278think proactively about what they (individually and collectively) can do to regulate that
279emotion. The SEST is a dual-purpose tool that simulates reflection and proactivity about
280emotions while simultaneously providing data to contextualize emotions in collaboration.
281Findings indicated that students: (a) felt positive about the collaborative tasks, (b) intended
282to increase or maintain positive emotions and decrease negative emotions, (c) intended to focus
283on the task or think positively to achieve their emotion regulation goals, and (d) believed
284emotion regulation strategies should be enacted by the group as whole rather than individually
285(Webster and Hadwin 2013). We believe tools such as these offer great promise. The next

anxious 
calm 
confident 
disappointed 
doubtful 
excited 
focused 
frustrated/angry 
happy
optimistic 
stressed 
worried 

increase
decrease
switch
maintain
do nothing about

focusing on the task
creating a good plan
changing the plan or 
approach
changing thoughts or beliefs
thinking positively
talking to others in the group
taking deep breaths and/or 
relaxing
accepting it and carrying on
doing nothing

I should do 
others in my group should 
do 
each of us should do

very 
strong
strong
moderate
weak

good
bad

Fig. 1 Socio-emotional sampling tool (SEST)
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286challenge is to find ways of visualizing emotions across group members in ways that prompt
287shared regulation of emotions.

288Individual- and shared planning tool

289Hadwin and colleagues have drawn on theoretical frameworks of regulation (Hadwin et al.
2902011; Järvelä and Hadwin 2013) to develop two tools facilitating individual learners and
291groups of learners to engage in critical planning and reflection processes for regulating in
292collaborative problem solving tasks. These tools aim to promote individual and group regu-
293lation of collaborative assignments as well as ultimately foster the development of skills for
294regulating collaboration in future tasks.
295The Individual Planning Tool (IPT, Miller et al. 2013) supports learners’ personal planning
296for a collaborative task (Fig. 2, left side). Using a series of question prompts, the IPT scripts
297learners to (a) explore and define personal task perceptions about the task components and
298purpose (i.e., what is my group being asked to do in the collaborative assignment and why are
299we doing the collaborative assignment), (b) set goals for the task (i.e., what things are MOST
300important to me during the collaborative assignment), and (c) generate plans for embarking on
301the task (i.e., how do I think my group should go about completing the collaborative
302assignment in the short time we have). The IPT further prompts learners to draw on previous
303experiences to reflect on challenges and identify ways to circumvent or overcome difficulties
304in the upcoming task (e.g., what do I anticipate will be a challenge for my group and in this
305assignment, we need to do a better job of...).
306The Shared Planning Tool (SPT, Hadwin et al. 2013) supports groups to collectively
307negotiate shared task perceptions, goals, and plans for the task (Fig. 2, right side). This tool
308is provided to groups during a shared planning session prior to the task. Question prompts in
309the SPT are identical to those in the ITP, however groups are tasked with negotiating a single

Fig. 2 Left: individual planning tool. Right: shared planning tool. Bottom: summary of example IPT responses
displayed in the SPT
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310set of responses for the group. To help groups become aware of and discuss similarities and
311differences among members’ personal task perceptions, goals, and plans, members’ IPT
312responses are displayed to the group. Groups are prompted to “check out what we said
313individually” and use the summary to help complete the SPT questions.
314While CSCL tools often target communicative-coordination processes for knowledge
315construction, the IPT and SPT prompt activation of planning and reflection processes as a
316basis for regulating cognition, behavior, motivation, and emotions. By supporting learners and
317groups to generate, evaluate, and negotiate task perceptions, goals, and plans, these tools
318provide groups with a solid foundation on which to (a) select and choose strategies for taking
319control of the collaborative task, and (b) create shared standards against which to monitor and
320evaluate their progress and products (Miller and Hadwin 2015a ). Furthermore, by having
321groups consider their IPT responses as they complete the SPT, tools support group members to
322become aware of and make use of members’ personal planning as a basis for helping the group
323regulate together during the task.
324In our current research, we have been examining how different levels of support or structure
325affect group planning and collaboration. In a recent investigation Miller and Hadwin (2015b)
326examined the effect of different levels of scripting support in the IPT and SPT on groups’
327planning and collaboration in a first year undergraduate course. The low support versions of
328the IPT and SPT were comprised of open-ended question prompts. In the high support
329versions, question prompts were pre-stocked with potential responses. For instance, task
330perception questions asked learners to identify the correct task requirements and purposes
331among ten possibilities. Five potential responses were a direct match with the task at hand and
332five were common misperceptions about the task observed in our past work (cf., Miller and
333Hadwin 2012).
334Findings indicated that, regardless of the level of individual support, a high level of shared
335planning tool support helped groups construct more accurate shared task perceptions, capital-
336ize on one another’s accurate interpretations about the task, and more transactively negotiate
337shared task perceptions. While our research thus far has primarily focused on planning
338processes, we suggest that scripts offer much promise to support and promote a wide range
339of key processes for regulating collaboration.

340VCRI + SSRL tool - OurPlanner and OurEvaluator

341Based on the three design principles for supporting SSRL (awareness, externalization, and
342prompting regulation), Järvelä et al. (2014) tailored an existing online tool that promoted
343collaborative work to enhance SSRL. The Virtual Collaborative Research Institute (VCRI;
344Jaspers et al. 2004) has been often used to enhance collaborative work, helping the students
345self-assess themselves and peer-assess others with higher accuracy and by making their
346judgments explicit (Phielix et al. 2011). Within the VCRI, we used already existing features
347(Radar and Chat) and reformulated another (Co-writer) to create two new ones (OurPlanner
348and OurEvaluator) which were based on the original idea of Personal Planning Tool (PPT) by
349Q12Hadwin et al. (2012a, b).
350Radar is a diagram with six different axes, with a 101-point Likert scale organized along
351number-lines with five values (0–4). Radar is meant to enhance awareness of group members’
352social, motivational and cognitive behavior, and in turn, support social, motivational, and
353cognitive group performance, providing users with anonymous information on how their
354cognitive, motivational and social beliefs are perceived by themselves, their peers, and the
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355group in a current learning situation (See in more detail: Phielix 2012). Figure 3 illustrates the
356dimensions implemented in Radar. The selected dimensions focused on a) group efficacy
357beliefs, “My group is capable of doing this task” b) Task understanding, “I understand the
358task”, c) Cognitive strategy use, “I know how to do this task” d) Interest “This task is
359interesting” e) Emotions, “My feelings influence my working”, and f) Self-efficacy beliefs
360“I feel capable of doing this task”. I am capable of doing this task”. By asking students to rate
361those dimensions, they were provided a means and the tools to increase their awareness of
362group members’ social, motivational and cognitive beliefs. However, Radar used alone does
363not prompt the acquisition and activation of regulatory processes.
364Prompting, acquiring, and activating regulatory processes were supported via OurPlanner
365and OurEvaluator. The purpose of OurPlanner was to prompt students to plan their collabo-
366ration, whereas the purpose of OurEvaluator was to prompt them to reflect on their collabo-
367ration. Both of these tools invite externalizing aspects of SSRL by prompting groups to
368explicate their a) Task understanding, “Describe your current task, What is the purpose of
369the current task?”, b) Goal setting, “What is your goal for this task?”, c) Planning, “Describe
370what you need to do to achieve that goal”, d) Challenge, “What is the main challenge facing
371you as a group?”, and e) SSRL strategy, “What are you going to do as a group to overcome this
372challenge?”. OurEvaluator had the same questions, except they were formulated in the past
373tense.
374Three design principles were used when tailoring VCRI + SSRL tools to promote socially
375shared regulated learning. The first was to increase learners’ awareness of their own and
376others’ learning process. This was done by Radar and its visualization. At the individual level,
377the group members had to first think about their own SRL in a learning situation. Group level
378awareness was increased with a visualization of how the other members were thinking
379(cognitive) and feeling (motivation and emotions) about the current learning situation. The

Fig. 3 Radar + SSRL support
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380second and third principles were supporting externalization of students’ own and others’
381learning process in a social plane and helping in sharing, and interaction and prompting the
382acquisition and activation of regulatory processes. These two principles are promoted via
383OurPlanner and OurEvaluator, as both tools make explicit the group strategies and shared task
384goals. By externalization strategies and goals, the different group members can elaborate and
385activate the joint strategies by interacting with their peers.
386VCRI + SSRL tool has been implemented as a part of pedagogical design for supporting
387SSRL in CSCL in a university level course on multimedia that lasted for 2 months (Malmberg
388et al. 2015). During the collaborative sessions, the groups used the VCRI environment to
389complete their collaborative task assignment. Our interest was on the groups’ responses to
390OurEvaluator focusing on challenges (“What was the main challenge your group confronted
391during your collaboration”) and following SSRL strategy (“What did your group do to overcome
392that challenge?”). Asking these two questions helped us to trace the challenges and SSRL
393strategies of collaborating groups, and how they may differ with respect to their learning
394achievement as the course progress. Our study (Malmberg et al. 2015) shows that at the early
395phases of the course, the collaborating groups confronted mostly external challenges (such as
396technology) but eventually the SSRL focus shifted towards regulating the cognitive and motiva-
397tional aspects of their collaboration. Also, socially shared regulation of motivation provided
398opportunities to engage in cognitive regulation towards task execution. The groups that did not
399succeed in their learning tended to ignore or reject activation of motivation regulation.

400S-REG tool

401With recent developments in technology, researchers have started to explore how mobile
402devices, social media or personal learning environments can support or promote SRL
403(Kitsantas and Dabbagh 2011; Laru and Järvelä 2014)). Following these technology trends,
404our most recent SSRL tool is mobile web app called S-REG Laru et al. (2015). S-REG tool
405extends our previous work by providing targeted support for SSRL based on the challenge the
406groups have identified in their collaborative learning tasks. S-REG is a visual HTML5 iPad
407application that displays group members’ cognitive, motivational and emotional state with a
408goal of developing awareness. In doing so S-REG tool combines our previous work with
409AIRE and planning tools by explicitly making students conscious of the cognitive, motiva-
410tional, and emotional aspects of regulated learning.
411The S-REG tool consists of five different phases. In phase 1, students are asked to
412individually evaluate and identify beliefs of efficacy related to their cognitive (I know what I
413am supposed to do), motivational (I am willing to work), and emotional (I feel fine) abilities at
414that exact moment of time. The evaluations are done visually by drawing a circle with iPads
415(See Fig. 4, phase 1). The purpose of this phase is to identify individual group members’
416starting point for group work, so that the groups could locate the possible cognitive, motiva-
417tional or emotional challenges in that specific group work session.
418In phase 2, based on the individual students’ evaluations, the S-REG tool generates a
419merged visual representation for the whole group (See Fig. 4, phases 3–4). This representation
420uses a “traffic light” metaphor as an indicator of group’s cognition, motivation and emotional
421state. Each focus area gets a separate traffic light, resulting three different lights each
422representing one area of focus. A green light indicates that everything is going fine in that
423specific area. An amber light indicates there may be some problems within the group, and a red
424light indicates serious problems within a group in a particular area.
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425In phase 3, after getting a groups’ shared traffic lights, the S-REG tool prompts the group
426members to discuss and explicate the possible reasons amongst themselves for all three traffic
427lights.
428In phase 4, based on this discussion, the group is asked to come up with one joint reason for
429challenges that they encountered in the group. If the traffic light indicator was amber or red the
430group selected the reason for the experienced challenge from a ready-made list. Each of the
431three areas of focus had four possible reasons to select from (Table 1). If the traffic light was
432green the collaborating groups were asked to specify reasons for the group doing well in that
433area of focus by writing the reason in an empty template in S-REG tool.
434The fifth and sixth phases of the S-REG tool are meant to provide the collaborating groups
435with the possibility for active regulation. That is, related to the groups selected reason for a
436challenge in each three areas, the S-REG tool provides first a prompt of a regulation strategy or
437activity that the group could activate to overcome their challenge (See Fig. 4, phases 4–5). The
438use of the tool ends up with a request to discuss of the prompt or other alternatives to regulate
439the challenge in question.
440We are currently implementing the S-REG tool in our empirical studies and findings to date
441indicate that collaborating groups used the tool purposefully. For example, the S-REG tool was
442implemented in a study where second-year teacher education students participated in a mathe-
443matics pedagogy course that lasted for 2months involving collaborative groups tasks ( Q13Malmberg
444et al. 2013, 2015). Before each group-work session, students were asked to use S-REG tool to

Collaborative task begins

1. Round dials for value input

2. Synthesis presentation

3. Group discussion

4. Explanation options

5. Regulation
Prompts

Awareness phase (1-2)
• 1. Each student chooses three

values:
cognitive/motivational/emotional

• 2. Synthesis of responses is
calculated and displayed

Reflection phase (3-4)
• 3. Group discussion – What is the

reason for the result?
• 4. Group members choose one

explanation from the given options
for the targeted regulation

Regulation phase (5)
• 5. Targeted regulation prompts are

displayed

Fig. 4 S-REG tool and its’ use in collaborative task

t1:1 Table 1 Challenge options to
select from the S-REG toolt1:2 Cognition Motivation Emotion

t1:3 Previous knowledge Interest Frustration

t1:4 Task understanding Efficacy beliefs Boredom

t1:5 Planning and strategic knowledge Goals Worrying

t1:6 Time management Task Value Irritation
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445support shared-regulation of learning by helping students become aware of their situated
446cognition, motivation, and emotions, and serve as grounds for discussing possible problems in
447the groups. The traffic lights prompted awareness, since in 87 % of the situations where groups
448used S-REG tool, they discussed the reasons for the traffic light that their group received.
449However, preliminary results indicate that the increased awareness does not automatically result
450in active regulation; the prompt for activating proper regulation to address the challenge was
451discussed only in 27 % of the learning situations. However, when the groups decided to engage
452with the regulation prompt, the quality of the regulation was typically at a high level. We still
453need a deeper understanding of how to support students to incorporate an awareness of the
454collaboration challenges and their regulation into actual regulation activity.

455Conclusions

456Grounded in our theoretical research on self-regulated learning and collaboration (Järvelä and
457Hadwin 2013; Hadwin et al. 2016), along with increasing empirical findings on socially shared
458regulation in collaborative learning (Järvelä and Hadwin 2015), we have presented suggestions
459for refining the design of support for regulating learning in collaboration, especially with
460respect to metacognitive awareness of individual and group level regulation processes. When
461considering success in CSCL, the evaluation criteria are often the outcomes of learning during
462the execution of the collaborative learning task. Examples of such outcomes, which are often
463seen as standards for successful CSCL, are: knowledge construction, knowledge convergence,
464and knowledge creation (Van Aalst 2009). Other research disregards such outcomes and
465concentrates instead on the processes. Our claim is that the regulation of learning is not an
466outcome but a cognitive and metacognitive process whereby progress in achieving SSRL sets
467a stage for better collaboration (Hadwin et al. 2016) and thus better (i.e., more effective, more
468efficient, and/or more enjoyable) learning. Simply supporting knowledge construction, con-
469vergence, and creation is not enough, since the regulation of learning also covers supporting
470motivation, emotion, and metacognition. In other words, SSRL for successful collaborative
471learning includes constructing metacognitive knowledge about cognition, motivation, emotion
472within collaborative learning processes, such as negotiating and aligning representations of
473task requirements, goals, and strategies (Winne et al. 2013).
474As research on collaborative interaction has shown, “groups don’t learn”, but interacting
475individuals as a group make progress in shared understanding and learning (Miyake and
476Kirschner 2014), and group interactions have a learning or knowledge constructing effect
477Q14(Cress et al. 2015). Our own studies have pointed out that individual students as well as groups
478can be supported in regulation, such as socially shared motivation regulation (Järvelä et al.
4792013; Järvenoja et al. 2015), or by helping individuals in their socially shared task perceptions
480and planning (Miller et al. 2015; Malmberg et al. 2015). We have also found that groups using
481multiple regulatory processes achieve better shared understanding, thereby supporting their
482collaborative processes (Järvelä et al. 2015). We posit that individual and socially shared
483regulation plays critical roles in successful collaborative learning. This process can be sup-
484ported by the SSRL tools, but there is no evidence yet about the contribution of such tools to
485the quality of collaborative learning. Further research is needed to examine how supports can
486better facilitate collaborative performance.
487The origin of regulated learning is individual metacognition (Winne 2011), and it is difficult
488to determine what exactly signals the need for self-regulated learning, especially when taking
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489into account varying task types, situations, and characteristics of a learner. Our approach in
490supporting SSRL has been to integrate tools for prompting and researching SSRL in peda-
491gogical designs for authentic learning situations with the goal of investigating “situated beliefs
492in action” (Järvenoja et al. 2015). The real situated learning challenges in collaboration (e.g.
493social conflicts, weak task understanding, mismatch in goals) raise students’ metacognitive
494awareness and invite regulation. Prompting SSRL in those situations supports students’
495regulation, but also gives opportunities to capture the process for further investigations.
496Finally, we conclude that the challenges learners confront during their collaborative
497learning create opportunities for strategic adaptations in SRL (Järvelä et al. 2013). Strategic
498adaptations occur, for example, when learners change and adjust their task perceptions, goals,
499or strategies as a result of the metacognitive monitoring of behavior in collaboration. However,
500not all the forms of regulation of learning are equally effective in overcoming challenges
501encountered in such situations (Malmberg et al. 2013). Future research should focus on
502strategic adaptation in regulation of collaboration and the situated challenges of how learners
503strategically adapt their task perceptions, goals, and strategies in varying learning situations.
504To understand more about strategic adaptation of regulation, our future prospects deal with
505collecting multimodal data, as well as covering subjective and objective traces of regulatory
506processes ( Q15Bannert et al. 2014). Physiological measures, such as electro dermal activity data
507resulting from skin galvanic conductance sensors (Harley et al. 2015) can, for example, be
508used to determine and track moments of challenge. This is also true for facial recognition of
509affective triggers. Also, video observation has the potential to inform the sequential and
510temporal dynamics of SRL before and after moments of challenge in collaboration.
511Triangulation of multichannel data provides fundamentally new approaches, including objec-
512tive and subjective means, through which to capture critical phases of SRL as they occur in
513challenging learning situations. New data driven analytical techniques (e.g., learning analytics)
514could be applied to this data to better support the ways learners strategically regulate their own
515and their group’s cognition, motivation, and emotion.
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